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SUPPLEMENTAL / BID BULLETIN NO. 3 
 

This Bid Bulletin is issued to modify or amend items in the Bid Documents. This shall form an 
integral part of the Bid Documents. Please take note of the changes/adjustments for the project, 
Construction of Covered Court with Stage at CvSU Carmona Campus (CvSU-BAC-INFRA-22-
002) with an ABC of ₱ 11,971,611.35: 

 
1. Site inspection is a must.  

 

2. There are 15 sheets additional plan. 
 

3. In earthworks: 
 

a. Excavation works should be at most 2.0 meters below the natural grade line or as 
may be approved by the inspector depending on the actual site condition. 

b. Provide soil filling.  The finish floor line of the building shall be as high as the finish 
floor line level of the existing STAR building.   

c. Level and compact the site extending up to at least 6.0 meters around the building 
using a vibratory roller.  Field density test shall be done to check the compactness of 
soil. 
 

4. In plumbing works: 
 

a. Provide 0.60m x 0.60m concrete catch basin installed at every column to be 
connected by RC Pipe 6" dia. and to be disposed at the nearest disposal area. 

b. Plumbing fixtures for the CR must be HCG/American Std or approved equal complete 
with heavy duty accessories: 

- colored tank type water closet (see plan) 
- colored countertop type lavatory (4 units) 
- colored urinal (3 units) 
- brass floor drain (5 units) 
- heavy duty faucet (8 units) 

 
5. The 6.0 m. span metal louver may be added middle third framings to conform to commercial 

availability of the material. 
 

6. In electrical works: 
a. Provide MDP 1-70AT, 100AF, 2P Circuit Breaker with 4-15AT; 2-20AT; 3-30AT with 

feeder line 2 - 14.0 sq.mm THHN + 1 - 8.0 sq.mm THHN in 25 mm dia RSC 
b. Flourescent Lamp with 2-18 LED bulb and diffuser (35 sets) 
c. Spotlight LED 12W (5 sets) 
d. Pinlight LED 12W (10 sets) 
e. High bay IP 65 aluminum gear box with metal halide lamps and aluminum dome 16" 

with 100W bulb (18 sets) 
 

7. Painting works include all concrete and metal structure that composes the whole building 
including bleachers. 
 

8. This bid bulletin does not cancel the information given in the scope of work of the Bill of 
Quantities but adds clarification to it.  Please attach this added information/bid bulletin to the 
BOQ and include in the financial envelop. 

 
9. All projects to be undertaken by a contractor of the university should have its own resident site 

engineers. Also, it is required that an electrical engineer or a master electrician be a part of 
contractors team to supervise all electrical works. 
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General notes: 
 
1. In the event that there are discrepancies between the plans and scope of works, the scope of 

works shall prevail. 
 
2. For the Key Personnel, specifically Foreman, Skilled Workers and Laborer, a certification that the 

said personnel are workers of the company should be submitted. (Signed by the Company 
President/Owner) 

 
3. Packaging of Bids 

 
Documents to be submitted should be arranged accordingly based on the Checklist of 

Bidding Requirements preferably with corresponding tabs.  
 
The documents to be submitted must be secured in a sealed envelope marked 

“TECHNICAL COMPONENT (first envelope)” and “FINANCIAL COMPONENT (second 
envelope)” and must be contained in one sealed envelope marked “ORIGINAL COPY”. The 
FIRST ENVELOPE and SECOND ENVELOPE should each have two duplicate copies. These 
duplicate copies shall also be packaged in another envelope marked “COPY 1” for the first 
duplicate copy while “COPY 2” for the second duplicate copy. The ORIGINAL COPY, COPY 1, 
and COPY 2 sealed envelopes must be packaged altogether in one mother envelope.  

 
 

For guidance and information of all concerned. 
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